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Abstract 

This paper presents an approach of demand response (DR) scheduling with thermostatically controlled loads (TCL) in a 
distribution grid with high penetration of distributed generations (DG). In this approach, household TCL are employed as 
flexibility resources to support the distribution network for mitigating voltage or congestion constraints. A two-stage rolling 
optimization based control scheme is proposed to determine the optimal operating status of flexible loads using the forecast 
of generation and demand in the distribution system. The proposed methodology is conducted in a distribution test feeder 
with realistic scenarios. The simulation results have shown the usefulness and efficiency of the proposed method in 
improving the network operation and increasing the hosting capacity of DG. 
Keywords: Demand response; distributed generation; distribution network; thermostatically controlled loads; rolling optimization. 

1. Introduction 

The growth of renewable energy sources (RES) and new demand such as battery electric vehicles (BEV), will 
introduce massive impacts on distribution network operation [1], such as voltage violation and congestion. In 
medium voltage (MV) networks the conventional voltage control approach using on-load tap changer (OTLC), 
based on the assumption of unidirectional power flow, is not designed for this change [2]. Additionally, in areas 
with large amount of RES and weak demand, some transformers at the connection between de transmission and 
distribution grids may be subjected to higher peak load during injection than during withdrawal from the 
transmission grid. Now distribution networks have to become (more) active to comply with the connection of 
large amount of DG. Demand response (DR) program is an attractive way to address this issue, as it can respond 
quickly with respect to the variation of DG [3]. Typically, most applications of DR are dedicated to the 
participation in the balancing markets or frequency regulation reserves because valorization markets still exist 
[4]. Nevertheless, many references integrate the use of flexibility in distribution grid operation [e.g. 5,6,17,18]. 
Demand response taking advantage of the thermal buffering capability of thermostatically controlled load (TCL) 
within residential buildings can be a flexibility methodology because buildings with high thermal inertia can 
absorb a remarkable amount of thermal energy for a shifted use. By dispatching the flexibility, the distribution 
system operator (DSO) can maximize the use of the current capacity of distribution system infrastructures and 
postpone investment for grid reinforcement. The optimal load dispatch issue in a distribution system can be 
divided into two sub-problems: how to optimize this part of load flow (e.g. flexible loads) in the distribution 
system to generate DR scheduling signal, and how to dispatch flexible loads in response to the DR scheduling 
signal without disturbing critically the comfort of end-users.   

Many references intend to address the optimal power flow (OPF) problem which consists in managing diverse 
distributed energy resources (DER) in distribution systems. In [5], the load control signal is based on a real time 
OPF at a snapshot. The multi-period OPF accounting for the time series coupling of some DER is proposed in [7]. 
Due to the non-convex and nonlinear nature of the modeling of distribution system, the complexity of OPF 
increases remarkably as a function of the system scale. The solutions include linear approximations of the 
distribution system model [5] or a proposal for distributed algorithms to solve OPF separately [6]. Furthermore, 
an exact convex formulation of OPF can be found in [8, 9, 10]. In this approach, a semi-definite condition is 
adopted to relax the non-convex constraint in the model and formulate OPF as second order cone programming 
(SOCP). However, those references only study SOCP with a static view, so it is not able to tackle with the 
flexibility dispatch issue with time domain coupling. The SOCP based OPF in time-series can be found in [11]-
[12]. In [11], the authors address a DR scheme using the SOCP based OPF in the day-ahead retail market. In [12], 
the SOCP based OPF is combined with a household energy management system and solved in a distributed way 
in order to keep the privacy of users. The stochastic method in this context has to be developed to consider 
uncertainties associated with generation and demand.   
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From a bottom-up view, the flexibility dispatch is usually formulated as a decision making problem by 
operating the individual load status to minimize the overall costs of loads [14]. A detailed modeling of TCL in 
participating in demand response scheme can be found in [13]. The flexible load dispatch is formulated as a 
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) in [15]-[17]. In [17], a MILP formulation with detailed modeling of 
an aggregation of flexible loads is proposed for utility scale DR scheme, but the thermal appliances are not 
considered. In [20], the authors proposed a flexible demand model based on thermal appliances, and a 
formulation as a mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) for smart grid applications. In [18], a 
scheduling of electric vehicle charging is formulated in order to limit the impact on the distribution network in 
terms of power losses and voltage violation. In [19], the DR program with thermal and shiftable loads is used for 
alleviating distribution network congestions and cost savings for end-user. In [21], the nodal hourly pricing in 
day-ahead optimization framework of DR is proposed. The issue of flexibility dispatch is usually coupled with 
the generation of intermittent generation like wind turbine or PV in [22]-[24]. Due to the uncertainty of DG and 
demand, the day-ahead optimal scheduling might be inaccurate from the day-ahead forecast [25]. Probabilistic 
methods or stochastic optimization techniques can be employed as in [26]. The rolling optimization, also known 
as moving horizon optimization, is capable of solving real time decision making problem and proved to be 
effective [25, 27]. In [15], the load dispatch formulated as a MILP problem is solved by a rolling optimization 
based approach with a real time pricing policy. In [27], the charging schedule of electric vehicles (EV) is 
obtained from a rolling optimization approach considering the uncertain behavior of users.   

Although there are quite a lot of researches studying these two aspects separately, few of them have 
considered the rolling optimization based flexibility dispatch that is integrated in a SOCP based OPF model. This 
paper proposes a rolling optimization based approach to dispatch the flexibility from household TCL in order to 
mitigate distribution grid constraints. The flexibility dispatch is formulated as a two-stage optimization: the first 
stage is to solve an OPF in a distribution network with a rolling horizon scheme; the second stage is to solve the 
flexible load dispatch at the aggregator level using a TCL model. The rolling optimization, which periodically 
updates input data information, is implemented in order to reduce the uncertainty associated with generation and 
consumption. The OPF problem is formulated using the branch load flow model considering conic relaxation. 
The SOCP based OPF is an exact convex formulation that can greatly reduce the complexity of network model 
while no approximation is introduced. 

The major contributions of the proposed approach are that 1) it provides a two-stage optimization framework 
with SOCP-based OPF and detailed flexible load model to solve the flexibility dispatch problem in distribution 
system; and 2) it proposes a rolling robust optimization tool to tackle with the uncertainty associated with 
generation of RES and consumption. With a certain vision, the rolling optimization can effectively adjust 
forecasting errors and maximize the benefits from load scheduling. 

This paper is structured as follows: the section 2 outlines system modeling including the flexibility scheme, 
the modeling of household flexible load, and distribution network model. The section 3 presents the rolling 
optimization based dispatch approach for flexible load. Then, the proposed approach is carried out on a realistic 
test distribution network described in the section 4 and simulation results are discussed in the section 5. Finally, 
conclusions and opened issues are drawn in the section 6. 

 

2. System Modeling 

2.1. Architecture of household TCL management in the distribution grid 

Smart grids aim at making distribution networks with high penetration of DG more flexible to mitigate critical 
conditions including 1) large reverse power flow to the transmission system, 2) voltage constraints and 3) line 
congestions, for the purpose of postponing the grid reinforcement. The organization of household flexibility 
scheduling in a distribution network is illustrated in Fig.1. At first a state estimator detects network constraints 
and then a control center will operate OLTC, DG and sources of flexibility in a centralized way based on the 
current network state and forecasting of generation and consumption. A local flexible load aggregator is helpful 
in the management of household flexibility as most flexible loads are small-scaled and decentralized. The load 
aggregator can communicate with DSO the capabilities to increase or decrease the demand during a certain 
period and the associated costs. In addition, the load aggregator can offer a better load curve by smoothing the 
profiles from a massive number of flexible loads. As the intermediary between DSO and end-users, the load 
aggregator is might better negotiate with DSO for incentives. 

In fact, the DSO needs for flexibility will depend on the location of the constraint. So the load aggregator has 
to control the flexible demand in a nodal approach. A similar structure of nodal DR management can be found in 
[28]. Therefore, some smart grid infrastructures are required to permit two-way communication between the load 



aggregator and flexible loads and enable the real-time control. The sources of household flexibility consist of 
load shedding, load shifting, and TCL. The second refers to devices that have to complete a prescribed energy 
requirement with a time limitation, such as electric vehicle charging or washing machine. The TCL refers to 
appliances with a thermal inertia. This paper only considers the energy management of TCL in residential 
buildings. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of household TCL management in a distribution network 

2.2. Modeling of household TCL 

First, we introduce a household heating device (Fig 2), which is modeled as a first order system with a state 
variable ������ denoting the indoor temperature and a binary control variable ������ denoting the electric power. 
�	
 and �	
 are respectively the thermal resistance and thermal capacity of the room. The ambient temperature 
����� depends on the external environment. ������ is switched from 0 to ��	�  (and inversely) to keep ������ 
within the temperature ranges [����, ����]. The dynamics of ������ in (1) can be found in [30], where 	��	� is 
the rated power of appliance. The detailed parameters are presented in table 1.  
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Fig. 2. Equivalent thermal circuit scheme of a household heating device 

In this paper, we are interested in the nodal flexibility in a MV distribution network. Hereafter the nodal 
flexibility of thermal appliances is presented by an aggregate model of N heating devices with homogenous 
characteristics located behind a MV/LV transformer. Let N denote the number of appliances at the bus, ������ 
and ������ denote the vector of ������ and ������ of N appliances. We define the average internal temperature 
������ = Σ������/�  and aggregate power ������� = Σ������  as two output variables of the aggregate load 
model. Thus, this aggregate model can be expressed in the state-space representation in (2), where A, B, C, D are 
matrices that can be computed from (1).   
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It can be demonstrated that this system is observable and controllable. Anyhow, the control of this aggregate 
model could be realized for the given output ������� and ������ at the moment t but the detailed control strategy 
is not in the scope of this paper. Hereafter, we focus on seeking the optimal setpoint of Pagg(t) and θav(t) as they 
determine the available flexibility of the aggregate TCLs. The evolution of aggregate load model for the timeslot 
t is obtained by summing up the dynamics in (1) and transformed to a discrete format with a time step ∆t. 
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From (3), the evolution of aggregate model can be determined with the setpoint of Pagg(t) and θav(t) and the 
environment variable θ0(t). Pagg(t) can be varied continuously within [0, ���	�] as long as N is large enough. 
θav(t) is limited within [���� , ����], because it is a necessary condition for limiting all the variables of  ������ 
within this range. The setpoint of θav(t) is preset to �� ! = ����� + �����/2. A daily power demand profile of 
this aggregate load model with a typical ambient temperature pattern is shown in Fig. 3. The detailed parameters 
of heating advice can be found in table 1 (issued from [30]).  

Table 1. Parameters of thermal appliances in the simulation. 

Parameter Value 

Rth(Thermal resistance) 7.5°C/kW 
Cth(Thermal capacity) 2.19kWh/°C 
θmin(Minimum internal temperature) 17.3°C 
θmax(Maximum internal temperature) 
θref(Reference indoor temperature) 

19.3°C 
18.3°C 

θ0(Ambient temperature) 6~16°C 
Prate(Rated power) 3kW 

 
 

 

Fig. 3. 24hrs profiles of ������� and ������ with a daily ambient temperature profile 
 

It can be seen that the power demand	������� is influenced by the ambient temperature	�����. With higher 
ambient temperature, the heating advices consume less electric energy for keeping the indoor temperature, and 
vice versa. This can be used to model the dynamics of homogeneous loads. When including heterogeneous loads, 
we can partition them using clustering methods according to their parameters and model them separately, which 
would be studied in future work.  
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2.3. Modeling of distribution network 

The OPF in distribution networks is formulated using a branch flow model introduced in [10]. Let B denote 

the set of busses (i) and L denote the set of branches (i,j). For each branch (i,j), let $�%,	 = &�%,	 + '(�%,	 denote the 
complex impedance of the branch, )�%,		denote the complex current and *�%,	 = ��%,	 + '+�%,	denote the complex 
power flow from buses i to j at time slot t. For each bus (i), ,�,	 denote the complex voltage and *�,	 = ��,	 + '+�,	 
denote the complex bus load. 

The whole power demand at bus i is divided into three components: unflexible demand, flexible demand 
(which is modeled in subsection 2.2), and DG connected at this bus, as shown in (4). The unflexible demand 
doesn’t participate in the demand response program and its power profile comes from a public database of 
Enedis (the main DSO in France) for the region of Provence in France. 
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The electric circuit characteristics of the radial distribution network are presented by the following equations: 
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By expressing (5)-(7) in terms of real variables, it becomes: 
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where -�%,	 = .)�%,	.²and 0�,	 = .,�,	.². 
The computational burden is considerable due to the non-convex nature of the described network model. 

Thus, a semi-definite relaxation of (11) to a convex condition is implemented in order to formulate a SOCP [10]. 
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The HV/MV transformer with on load tap changer (OLTC) can be switched for keeping the voltage 
magnitude at lower side within a preset dead band. In this paper an ideal equivalent transformer model is used to 
adjust the voltage at slack bus (13), and the tap position must be within limits (14). 

( ) 0
2

, slackttslack vTapnv =    (13) 

maxmin TapTapTap t ≤≤    (14) 

Besides, the bus voltage and branch apparent power must be kept within system secure constraints (15) and 
(16). 
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The DG connected in the distribution network includes wind turbines (WT) and roof-top PV. It is assumed 
that the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technique is used to determine maximum active power �12,�,	

���  
from RES at timeslot t in (17), where 3�,	 depends on weather conditions (e.g. wind speed and solar insolation).   
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The active and reactive power regulation of DG at the bus i is expressed in (18)-(20). 
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3. Rolling optimization formulation for TCL scheduling 

The rolling optimization is an effective approach to make real time decision of the load dispatch. The 
procedures of rolling optimization of flexible load dispatch are described as follows:  

1) The total scheduling horizon from 0 to T is determined as 24 hours of a day. 
2) At the first time step, compute the OPF over the forecasting horizon 4 and generate a set of scheduling of 

flexible load. Only the scheduling at real time period	�� is ever implemented. 
3) At each time step, move one step ahead the forecasting horizon and repeat the step 2) until the end of the 

day based on current operational status and updated information and generate the a new set of load dispatch. It is 
assumed in this work that new forecasts are available every 30 min. 

 

Fig. 4. Procedures of rolling optimization 

At each real time period t0, the rolling optimization is formulated in (21). 
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where 	5�(	6� is the objective at the current timeslot and 57�(	� the forecast of objective at future timeslots, 
8�(	� is the set of constraints at each timeslot. 

The detailed formulations at distribution network level and load aggregator level are presented as follows.  



3.1. Stage of optimization at distribution network level 

The OPF for distribution network in this paper aims at minimizing power losses in the feeder while 
maximizing the generation from RES subject to system secure constraints. 

Firstly a load flow calculation is run within the optimization window	[��, �� + 4] according to the demand and 
RES generation forecastings. From these results, the set of timeslots Tcrt are identified during which there are 
critical conditions on the network that are due to RES or peak loads.  

Then the OPF is carried out to determine the setpoint of DG, OLTC, and DR at each timeslot.  The objective 
function of OPF to be minimized is composed of power losses on the lines, DG curtailment and reverse active 
power at the slack bus for each timeslot t as expressed in (22).   
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where G is the set of busses with a dispatchable DG, the notation |x|+=x if x≥0, |x|+=0 if x<0; �9:�;<,	 is the active 
power import at slack bus and negative value of �9:�;<,	 means the electrical power is fed back towards the 
higher voltage grid; =>, =?	and =@ are weighting coefficients of each objective. In this study, the choice of the 
weighting factors is identical, i.e. => = =? = =@ = 1/3. 

The OPF is subjected to the network equality and inequality constraints including (4), (8), (9), (10), (12), (13), 
(14), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19), and (20). It is noticed that the control variable of DR ����,�,	 appears in the 
equation (3). 

Let	����,�
�C  denote the vector �������	at bus i obtained from the results of OPF. ����,�

�C  will be used as a 

reference of the optimization at load aggregator. In fact, the need of flexibility for DSO in terms of DR duration 

and magnitude has been modulated in T
crt

 and ����,�
�C . Then the DSO sends T

crt
 and ����,�

�C  of each bus to the 

load aggregators for determining the DR scheduling at bus i. 

3.2. Stage of optimization at load aggregator level 

The optimization run by a load aggregator is targeted to keep the temperature comfort of thermal appliances 
and respond to the DSO need for flexibility. As described in the previous section, the control of thermal 
appliances can be realized with the setpoint ������� and ������. Let ����,�  and ���,�  denote respectively the 
vector of ������� and ������ over the optimization window at bus i. The objective function of DR aims at 

minimizing the power deviation from the setpoint of OPF during timeslots of T
crt

 and minimizing the influence 
on the temperature comfort during the other timeslots, as expressed in (23): 
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where a1 is a 4-element vector and D>��� is the element of a1. 
The optimization of thermal appliances is subject to the equality constraint in (3) as well as the inequality 

constraints in (24) and (25). 

 max,min θθ ≤≤ iavθ
   (24) 

max
,,

min
,  iaggiaggiagg PP ≤≤ P    (25) 

The lower and upper limits ����,�
��� 	and	����,�

���  are determined by the number of thermal appliances �� at bus i, 

i.e. ����,�
��� = 0 and ����,�

��� = ����	�. The optimal setpoint of DR is denoted ����,�
EF	  and ���,�

EF	 . It is noticed that 

there might be some deviations between	����,�
�C  and ����,�

EF	  due to operational constraints of DR. Therefore, the 

DSO has to relaunch the OPF using a fixed value  ����,�
EF	   from optimization of DR to obtain the new optimal 

setpoint of DG. 



3.3. Flow chart of proposed DR scheduling 

The procedure of DR scheduling is organized in Fig. 5. The rolling optimization based control runs for each 
timeslot over the horizon T. At each timeslot ��, the optimization window covers [��, ��+4]. The stages of 
optimization on the level of distribution network and load aggregator are carried out consecutively to obtain the 
vector of control variables ����,�

EF	  and ���,�
EF	 . Only the optimal value of DR at the first timeslot �� is implemented. 

The optimal value of DG regulation obtained at timeslot �� has to be renewed with the output of load aggregator 
before being used by their local controller.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ig. 4. Flow chart of proposed DR scheduling 

Fig. 5. Flow chart of proposed DR scheduling 

4. Case Study  

4.1. Test distribution network setting 

To demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of proposed method, we perform simulation using an IEEE 
34-bus test feeder in Fig. 6 with several modifications. Typical values of the French network have been used for 
cabled lines and overhead lines parameters. The total demand on the feeder is up to 9.52MW. The detailed 
characteristics of this test network can be found in [29]. The RES connected in this feeder include WT and roof-
top PV. We assume two WTs, each with installed power of 4MW, are connected within the feeder and 
controllable through an agreement between the DSO and the WT operator. The reactive power of WT is 
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dispatched within [I0.35 ∙ �12,�
��9	�::, 0.4 ∙ �12,�

��9	�::] to offer voltage support. The installed power of roof-top PV 
connected at each bus is sized as a function of MV/LV transformer capacity and the PV is non-dispatchable. The 
overall demand at each bus is shared between unflexible demand (70%) and flexible demand (30%).   

 

Fig. 6. Test distribution network 

 The OLTC has 17 tap positions to vary the transformer voltage from -10% to +10%, so with each change of 
tap position the voltage variation is 1.25%=0.0125pu. The OLTC is set to keep the bus voltage at substation 
within [1.02pu, 1.04pu], which is commonly used by French DSO. 

4.2. Simulation scenarios 

The forecasting patterns of unflexible demand, wind and PV generations are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen 
that during 13-17h, there is reverse power flow to the transmission system due to the large penetration of RES. 
The temperature pattern used in the simulation has been shown in Fig.3. The time step is set to ∆t = 30min, so 
the total horizon T= 48 timeslots for the whole day simulation. A forecasting window of 6h which is equal to 12 
timeslots is adopted in the rolling optimization. 

 

Fig. 7. 24hrs forecasting patterns of demand, PV and WT on the test feeder. 

The simulations are conducted in four scenarios to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed 
method as follows:  

- Scenario 1, the base case where the flexible loads are not controlled in the network operation;  
- Scenario 2, the flexible loads are controlled using rolling optimization approach but the uncertainty of 

demand and generation are not taken into account, i.e. we suppose that the measured value (“real value”) 
is exactly the predict value; 

- Scenario 3, the flexible loads are controlled using rolling optimization approach and the uncertainty of 
demand and generation are taken into account, i.e. we suppose the measured value is deviated from the 
forecasted value, and the forecast errors follow a normal distribution; 

- Scenario 4, the flexible loads are controlled using 24h off-line information of demand and generation 
without forecast errors, like a day-ahead scheduling.  

The prediction and optimization horizon in scenarios 2 and 3 is 6h. We suppose the prediction errors in 
scenario 3 are described by a normal distribution N(1, 0.1). The settings of these contrastive scenarios aim at 



verifying the robustness of proposed method against forecast errors and the length of optimization horizon.   

5. Simulation Results and Discussions  

The simulations are performed using MATLAB and the load flow is computed using the toolbox 
MATPOWER 5.0. First we compare the results of scenarios 1 and 2, respectively without and with DR 
scheduling. The demand and generation patterns in Fig. 8 implicate a large amount of reverse power flow 
towards the HV grid during the time intervals 5h~7h and 13h~17h. In the conventional market structure, the 
reverse power flow to the HV grid is unlikely to be refunded. Thus, the DR scheduling is increasing the demand 
to absorb a part of this production, and thus to reduce the excess of local generation.  It can be found that in the 
proposed method the demand shifting can be done after and before the peak of generation. This is because the 
rolling optimization is able to anticipate the need of flexibility using prediction data. The level of flexibility is 
limited by the operational constraints of flexible loads, which will be presented lately. 
 

Fig. 8. 24hrs of demand and RES production profiles  

Then, the voltage profiles at two critical hours 16h and 19h30, respectively representing the hours with full 
production and peak demand hours, are shown in Fig. 9. At 16h, both WT and PV are around their maximum 
power production and the voltage profile could exceed the upper limit at some busses. The reactive power 
regulation of WT is used to offer voltage support as shown in Fig.10, but it is not enough to mitigate the voltage 
deviations (this is due to the low x/r ratio of MV lines). The absorption of reactive power of WT1 and WT2 
during 15~17h is for mitigating the voltage rise due to DG. At other hours, the WT1 injects reactive power for 
supporting the voltage profile as high as possible to reduce the power losses. As the reactive power regulation is 
not efficient enough to keep voltage inside the limits, the proposed method is able to remove the voltage 
constraint by both reducing the active power of DG and filling the valley of demand. In this example, the DR 
action helps to decrease the active power reduction of WT1 at 16h by 0.20MW. Thus, the rate of use of RES is 
improved with the use of DR. The DR scheduling can also remove low voltage constraints at 19h30 by shifting 
the demand to other hours. Although congestions are not observed in this feeder, it could be obviously solved by 
shifting the flexible demand as well. 

 

Fig. 9. Voltage profiles at 16h and 19h30. 
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Fig.10. Reactive power regulation of WT generation (reactive power is positive if delivered into the grid)  

The optimal setpoint ����,�
EF	 of DR scheduling is shown in Fig. 11. As the DR scheduling works in a nodal 

approach, we only display the profiles at the busses 8 and 24 that are respectively upstream and downstream the 
WT1. The proposed method has shifted the demand of thermal appliance from morning peak period (10h~12h) to 
afternoon off-peak period (13h~17h). As it is not enough to mitigate the voltage constraints, the demand during 
19h~20h30 is also partially shifted before 19h (anticipation of the heating with an increase of internal 
temperature before 19h). It is noticed that the flexible demand at bus 24 shows intensive solicitations in the 
4h~8h period. This is because the downstream busses are with greater voltage sensitivity than the upstream 
busses, so the use of their flexibility is more excessive which results in some oscillations of thermal loads and 
CLPU effect. For avoiding this situation, the use of flexibility should be shared among busses in a more moderate 
way, for example by applying solicitation limits for DR at each bus. The internal temperature profiles of thermal 
appliances at busses 8 and 24 are shown in Fig. 12. The internal temperature of thermal appliances is always kept 
within the limits to ensure the comfort of users who allow their devices participation in the grid operation. It can 
be found from the action of DR that the temperature constraint (then the users comfort) is the strongest condition 
to impede the use of thermal appliance arbitrarily. 

 

      

Fig. 11. Power profile ����,�
EF	  of DR scheduling a) at bus 8, b) at bus 24. 
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Fig. 12. Internal temperature ���,�
EF	 	of DR scheduling a) at bus 8, b) at bus 24. 

The detailed results of four scenarios are presented in table 2. It is shown that all performance indicators 
including power losses, DG curtailment and reverse power flow in the scenarios 2, 3 and 4 have been improved 
in presence of DR scheduling. For the single day that was studied, the energy injected into the HV grid is 
respectively reduced by 11.8%, 10.6% and 12.0% and the energy savings are respectively 12.2%, 11% and 
12.3%. The energy savings, i.e. the energy withdrawn from the HV grid, are constituted by the minimization of 
power losses, the reduction of DG curtailment, and the shifting of demand. This performance is limited by the 
TCLs as their temperature constraints are always respected. The overall demand of TCL is almost constant in the 
four scenarios. The results have shown that the performances of scenarios 2 and 3 are similar, and are close to 
scenario 4. Thus, it confirms the effectiveness of the proposed rolling optimization with respect to the off-line 
optimization. In particular, the results of scenario 3 compared with those of scenario 2 have proven the 
robustness of proposed method against the uncertainty of production of DG. This is because the optimal status of 
DR is adjusted when the rolling optimization is performed with updated forecasting of RES at each step. Thus, it 
is demonstrated that the proposed method can be implemented in a realistic situation considering the uncertainty 
of forecast. In addition, the line losses are always reduced in scenarios 2, 3 and 4 because the objective function 
of OPF takes them into account.  

Table 2. Performance of network operation with DR for a single day. Total generation by DGs: 124.3 MWh 

 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

Daily line losses 2.87MWh 2.60MWh 2.62MWh 2.59MWh 

Energy of active power curtailment of DG 1.55MWh 0.87MWh 0.90MWh 0.86MWh 

Energy injected into the HV grid 38.03MWh 33.55MWh 33.98MWh 33.47MWh 

Energy withdrawn from the HV grid 50.76MWh 44.57MWh 45.19MWh 44.53MWh 

Energy saving by DR - 6.19MWh 5.57MWh 6.23MWh 

Total flexible demand of TCL 28.23MWh 27.49MWh 27.63MWh 27.55MWh 

 
Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis is conducted with different penetration of DG and flexibilities to verify the 

performance of proposed method. First the installed capacity of WT1 and WT2 is varied from 1 to 6MW for 
each WT. We use the energy savings by DR as the indicator to assess the performance of DR. In Fig. 13, the 
energy saving on the distribution network increases almost linearly with installed power capacity. The influence 
of available flexible demand in the feeder is also investigated in the sensitivity analysis. Three percentages of 
flexible demand are used, respectively 15%, 30% and 50%. The percentage of energy savings as indicator is 
shown in Fig.14. It is indicated that the capabilities of DR is increasing when it takes greater part in the overall 
demand. The rolling optimization in scenario 2 can reach the performance of an off-line optimization with full 
information (scenario 4), while it requires less forecasting window for the production of DG. The robustness of 
proposed method under prediction errors is also assessed as the indicator of scenario 3 is always comparably 
close to the optimal results when WT keeps increasing.  
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Fig. 13. Energy saving with DR as a function of installed capacity of WT. 

 

Fig. 14. Energy saving for different available percentage of flexibility 

Then, the influences of forecast error and the length of prediction horizon 4 are taken into consideration. The 
length of window is varied from 1h to 8h to test how the predictive vision can influence the optimization. Three 
levels of forecast errors, respectively normal distribution N(1, 0.05), N(1, 0.1) and N(1, 0.2), are used to compare 
with the scenario 2. In order to smooth the fluctuations due to randomness, a mean value of indicator for 10 
realizations is used. The indicator of energy saving as a function of the prediction horizon 4 with these error 
settings is presented in Fig.15. It is shown that the performance of DR can be improved in increasing the window 
4 and the forecast accuracy. This is because the proposed method can better anticipate the use of flexibility with 
a longer window. The curve without forecast error indicates that the capabilities of flexibility are almost 
saturated when 4 reaches 6h. It is also shown that the forecast error leads greater influence with longer window, 
since the uncertainties related to the rolling optimization is greater.   
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Fig. 15. Energy saving for different forecast horizon 4 

6. Conclusions 

The DR scheduling for thermal appliances using a rolling multi-period optimization based control has been 
proposed for the operation of a MV distribution network with high penetration of DG. The approach is based on 
the forecasts of the production and demand, and the availability of the flexible demand. The DR scheduling can 
be used to mitigate the voltage and congestion constraints when a great amount of DG is connected, and reduce 
the power losses in the distribution network. The DR will also help the DSO to respect its forecasted power 
profile with the transmission system operator (TSO) at the HV/MV substation. The overall profit in the 
distribution feeder is improved as the energy import from HV grid is reduced. The DSO will then be able to 
optimize its contracted power with the TSO. The DR will also help the DSO in postponing expensive 
reinforcements (building of a new substation, new feeders, and new transformer). Finally, the operational 
constraints of temperature for the TCLs are always respected in the proposed method, so the comfort of end-
users is not seriously disturbed. 

 The proposed method is conducted in a test distribution feeder with high penetration of DG that has critical 
reverse power flow and voltage deviations. The prediction uncertainty of production and demand is taken into 
account. The results have shown that the proposed method can effectively employ the flexible loads to support 
the distribution network operation. The robustness of the proposed method is assessed against the uncertainty 
related to the forecasted data. Although the results may depend on the specific feeder characteristics, this paper 
proposes a methodology of DR scheduling for the distribution network optimization. Furthermore, the modeling 
of household TCL is based on the homogenous assumption. The future work for heterogeneous loads can be 
done using some innovative energy management approaches, and by developing a more detailed aggregated 
model of the flexible loads at the MV/LV substation level. Finally, the scheduling of flexibility is based on 
technical issues (smart devices to control the loads), the socio-economic assessment (consumer behavior and cost 
of smart solutions) and regulatory issues (market organization to valorize the flexibility at distribution level) that 
will have to be addressed for a successful implementation of demand flexibility.  
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